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DROPS MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE

Radio Pioneer
Godfrey Dies

WRMR Returns

To Country Format
PRESENTING

«SOLITAIRE
7-89868'

THE 1ST SINGLE
FROM THE NEW ALBUM

Lim

After a year as a Music Of Your
Life station, WRMR/Washington
will return to its previous Country
format. The station will reapply
for WPKX call letters, with its
sister FM once again becoming
WPKX-FM, and both stations will
be known as "KX Country." GM
Bill Sherard told R&R that the stations will simulcast morning and
afternoon drivetimes and Saturday middays.
Sherard explained, "The numbers have been disappointing. It's
been a year, and we had equal if
not better numbers when it was
Country. This puts us in a unique
position again ...to be the only
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"A Living Legend"
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Hatfield New
PD At KOMA
Bobby Hatfield has been named
Program Director of Country formatted KOMA/Oklahoma City,
leaving the midday shift at CHR

WZPL/Indianapolis (formerly
BMRContinued

80052

double Country station in the market. There will be subtle differences between the two stations
during middays and weekends,
leaning a little bit toward more
traditional on the AM." Sherard
added that new staffers for the
AM station would be announced
shortly.

Atlantic Records and Cassettes.

Reed (born Burton Mitchell
Goldberg, for the record) was held
in exceptionally high regard by
his radio peers. Doubleday Broadcasting President Gary Stevens, a
former WMCA Good Guy, told
R&R, "I had the privilege of replacing him when he went back to
Los Angeles. It was the toughest
act I've ever had to follow. It took
me almost a year to bring the audience back. He was really a living legend."
Reed's last station, KLOS, produced a tribute last week which
captured the love and admiration
his co-workers past and present
had for him. KLOS PD Tommy
Hadges said, "To have made that
jump from Top 40 to progressive
and AOR and to have maintained
his credibility all along the way is,
I think, unique to the industry."
WNEW-FM/New York Operations Director Scott Muni, who can
also lay claim to a rare Top 40-toAOR career segue, observed, "He
lived life in the fast lane as he talked in the fast lane. He was a great
competitor and a tremendous professional."
Former KFWB personality Sam
Riddle recalled, "He was the
fastest talker in the West. When he
joined WMCA, they put up a billboard in Times Square that read,
'If you can't understand B. Mitchell Reed, you're listening too
slow.' " Ex-KFWB PD Chuck
Blore remembered Reed's jazz
days: "I told him we were going to
rock and roll, and he said he
couldn't do that. I told him I could
make him the number one DJ in
the city, and he said, 'Well, I'll
sacrifice for that.' "
KLOS's Bob Coburn, who
replaced Reed as "Rockline" 's
host, said, "The rock stars were in
awe of him when they came into
the booth, because they'd listened
to him from the time they were little kids." KMET's Jim Ladd commented, "He was a pioneer in
every sense of the word, a man
with a lot of integrity. Radio will
not be the same without him."
KMET VP/GM Howard Bloom
summed up by saying, "Professionally and personally, he was
somebody special. The most important thing in his life was to be
loved and to love. That was Mithe was one of a kind. Ile
chell
loved this business so much."
(Special thanks to KLOS and
producer Gayl Murphy for their

-

assistance
story.)
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WIKS) to take the position. He replaces Greg Lindahl, who recently

became Operations Manager at
WSM-AM & FM/Nashville (R&R
1-21) KOMA's acting PD John
Pratt will retain his afternoon air .

shift.
KOMA GM Woody Woodard told
R&R, "We went with Bobby
primarily because of his experience. He seems to be into what
we're into lots of research,
tight playlist, lots of promotions
He appears to be a strong

-

...

motivator and knowledgeable
about the business. Quite frankly,
I didn't go out looking for a great
I went
Country programmer

-

out looking for a programmer."
Hatfield, who was Operations

Manager at WCII & WKJJ/Louisville for a year and a half before
joining WZPL in 1982, said, "The
thing I'm really excited about is
the company (Storz) owns nothing
but AM radio stations. They're
very supportive of doing things on
the AM dial as opposed to throwing their arms up and saying,
`Forget it, I'm going to get out of
AM.' We're going to position ourselves as a hit Country radio station."

Reeb
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Reeb told R&R, "I'm excited
about the challenge. It'll be a
much harder job than when I was
first there. I loved being in
Chicago. I'm sorry the situation
couldn't have been more positive,
but it was a great learning experience for me." No replacement
has been chosen yet at WMET.

Ludlum
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Lothery added, "Michael's considerable broadcast news expertise will be a tremendous asset in
taking on this challenging and
timely responsibility."
In his new job, Ludlum will also
oversee the CBS Radio Stations
News Service, which serves as the
AM group's Washington bureau.
He will also distribute Byline
magazine, a package of news and
features.
Ludlum joined the network as a
writer at WCBS/New York in 1964,
working his way up to Assistant
News Director. He was News Director at WEEI/Boston from 1973
to 1978. After a brief stint as associate producer/writer at WCBSTV, Ludlum spent two years as
head writer at ABC's "Good
Morning America" before returning to WCBS in 1981.

Arthur Godfrey

Arthur Godfrey, one of radio's
most successful performers and
a star on the CBS Radio Network
for 27 years, died last week at 79
from pneumonia and emphysema.
Godfrey enjoyed a 43 -year radio
career, beginning as "Red Godfrey the Warbling Banjoist" on
WFBR/Baltimore in 1929. He was
credited with the first all-night DJ
show, which he began over WJSV/
Washington (now WTOP) in 1934;
and launched his daily CBS Radio
show, "Arthur Godfrey Time," in
1945. That show continued through
1972, outlasting his significant run
as a top TV star.
Godfrey was one of the first
radio personalities to adopt a oneon-one, conversational approach
to broadcasting, and also gained
fame with his unconventional attitude toward commercials, frequently departing from scripts
and interjecting personal comments about the quality of the product or the ad copy. Any advertiser annoyance at these practices,
however, was stifled by the immense public response Godfrey's
folksy style generated; at one
point he was credited with bringing in 12% of CBS's total revenues
through his radio and TV pro-

grams.
Following his retirement from
radio in 1972, he was actively involved in environmental concerns, and in 1981 he returned to
radio with a three -minute syndicated series. His death came
after a two-week hospitalization
and an extended period of ill
health.

KCCW
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KLLS PD Bruce Buchanan added, "While there was the feeling

that the previous format had
peaked in terms of sales, the
growth on the FM has been
phenomenal. We're going to make
our highly-successful FM A/C format available to those listeners
who only have access to AM."
Parker indicated that some AM
part-time staff additions will be
made.

Stecker
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was an awfully hard decision to
leave, but the opportunity presented it'Plf with (WSAI-AM & FM GM)
Jim Wood and the people there.
There's no replacement for me yet
at WKHX, but GM Norm Schrutt
is interviewing and soliciting
tapes and resumes from around
the country. It's a great job with a
great company, Cap Cities. I'll be
helping Norm choose my replacement. "

